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Fitting Mixed-Effects Models Using Efficient
EM-Type Algorithms
David A. VAN DYK
In recent years numerous advances in EM methodology have led to algorithms
which can be very efficient when comparedwith both their EM predecessorsand other
numericalmethods (e.g., algorithmsbased on Newton-Raphson). This article combines
several of these new methodsto develop a set of mode-findingalgorithmsfor the popular
mixed-effectsmodel which are both fast and more reliable than such standardalgorithms
as proc mixed in SAS. We presentefficient algorithmsfor maximumlikelihood (ML),
restrictedmaximumlikelihood (REML), and computingposteriormodes with conjugate
properand improperpriors.These algorithmsare not only useful in their own right, but
also illustratehow parameterexpansion, conditionaldata augmentation,and the ECME
algorithmcan be used in conjunctionto form efficient algorithms.In particular,we illustratea difficultyin using the typically very efficientPXEM (parameter-expanded
EM) for
data
but
show
how
based
on
conditional
calculations,
augmentation
algorithms
posterior
can be used. Finally, we present a result that extends Hobert and Casella's result on
the proprietyof the posterior for the mixed-effects model under an improperprior, an
importantconcern in Bayesian analysis involving these models that when not properly
understoodhas lead to difficulties in several applications.
Key Words: EM algorithm;ECME algorithm;Gaussian hierarchicalmodels; Posterior inference; PXEM algorithm;Random-effectsmodels; REML; Variance-component
models; Workingparameters.

1. INTRODUCTION
The EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977) has long been a popular
tool for statistical analysis in the presence of missing data or in problems that can be
formulatedas such. Fitting mixed-effects models is among the most importantuses of
the EM algorithm as illustratedby the great variety and number of applications (see,
e.g., Meng and Pedlow 1992; Meng and van Dyk 1997) and its development in the
statistical literature(e.g., Laird 1982; Laird and Ware 1982; Dempster, Selwyn, Patel,
and Roth 1984; Laird, Lange, and Stram 1987; Liu and Rubin 1994; and Meng and
van Dyk 1998). There is no doubt that the reason for EM's popularitycomparedwith
othernumericalmethods (e.g., Newton-Raphson,as developed by Thompsonand Meyer
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1986; Lindstromand Bates 1988; and Callahanand Harville 1991; see also Harville 1977)
which can be much faster than the early EM implementationsis EM's superiorstability
properties(e.g., monotone convergence in log-likelihood or log posterior).For example,
without extra computationaleffort, such numerical methods can converge to negative
varianceestimates (e.g., Thompsonand Meyer 1986; Callahanand Harville 1991). Even
implementationsreleased in standardsoftware which incorporatespecial monitoringcan
converge to a point outside the parameterspace (e.g., SAS; see Section 4) or to the
wrong point within the parameterspace (e.g., S-Plus; see Meng and van Dyk 1998 and
Section 4). The primarygoal of this article is to build algorithmsthat are very fast but
maintainthe stability propertiesof EM-type algorithms.
This goal maintainsthe spirit of several recent advances in EM methodology. For
example, Meng and van Dyk (1998) (see also Foulley and Quaas 1995) developed an
alternative EM-type implementation(i.e., an ECME algorithm) for the mixed-effects
model that substantiallyreduced the computationaleffort for obtainingmaximumlikelihood (ML) and restrictedmaximumlikelihood (REML)estimates comparedwith earlier
implementations(e.g., Laird, Lange, and Stram 1987). This adaptationwas furtherimprovedby Liu, Rubin,and Wu (1998) in the special case of ML estimationwith univariate
response(i.e., a type of regressionwith heterogeneousresidualvariance)using the PXEM
algorithm.In this article, we show how PXEM can be used for ML and REML model
fitting of much more general mixed-effects models. We also show how ECME methodology can be used to eliminate data augmentationfor the residual varianceparameterin
addition to the fixed-effects parameterswhile maintainingan algorithmwhich is completely in closed form. This extends Liu and Rubin's (1995) ECME algorithm which
starts with the less efficient algorithmof Laird, Lange, and Stram (1987) and requires
nested iterationsfor the ECME update of the residual variance.
This article is organized into four additional sections. In Section 2, after a brief
review of EM, ECME (Liu and Rubin 1995), and working parameters(Meng and van
Dyk 1997), we extend parameter-expandedEM (PXEM; Liu, Rubin, and Wu 1998) to
compute posterior modes and illustrate why this efficient algorithmcan be difficult to
use in this setting. Section 3 uses the methods developed and reviewed in Section 2 to
constructseveral new algorithmsfor fittingvariationsof the mixed-effectsmodel. Section
4 illustrates briefly the computationalspeed and stability of the algorithms relative to
commercially available software. Finally, Section 5 contains concluding remarks and
an Appendix proves a result on the proprietyof the posterior distributionswhen using
certainimproperpriors.

2. EFFICIENT DATA AUGMENTATION
2.1

ON EM-TYPE ALGORITHMS
BACKGROUND

The EM algorithm is designed to compute a (local) mode, 0*, of ?(01Yobs)
logp(Yobs\0)+ logp(0), where the parameter0 is allowed to vary over some space 1
and Yobsis the observed data. For likelihood calculations,logp(0) = 0 for all 0 C 9 and
e(0IYobs) is the log-likelihood;for Bayesian calculationst(0IYobs)refers to the log posterior. Throughoutthis article,the notationf is used for a log posterioror a log-likelihood.
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A data-augmentationscheme, p(Yaug0) is a model defined so that
Y
p(YaugI)dYaug = P(YobS 0),
{/ {Yaug:M
=
Yobs}
(Yaug
)

(2.1)

where M is some many-to-onemapping.EM iterativelycomputes 0 by setting 0(t+) =
argmax0EoQ(0l0(t)), where Q(010(t)) = fS (IYlaug)p(Yaugl(t), Yobs)dYaug, with
= logp(Yaug0) + logp(0). (Here and henceforthintegrationover Yaugis over
e(0lYaug)
the set {Yaug M(Yaug) = Yobs}.)Computingthe expectation, Q(010(t)), is known as
the E-step, while the maximizationoperationis known as the M-step. It can be shown
that this procedure assures that ?(0(t+l) IYobs)> ((t) lyobs) and typically converges to a
(local) maximumof t(0IYobs) (Dempster,Laird, and Rubin 1977; Wu 1983).

The choice of the data-augmentationscheme, p(Yaugl0),in (2.1) is not unique. In
fact, this choice can greatly affect the rate of convergenceof EM-type algorithms(Meng
and van Dyk 1997; Liu, Rubin, and Wu 1998) and their stochastic counterpartssuch
as the data augmentationalgorithm(Tannerand Wong 1987; Meng and van Dyk 1999;
Liu and Wu 1999; van Dyk and Meng in press). In order to choose p(Yaugl0)to result
in efficient algorithms,the working parameterapproach(e.g., Meng and van Dyk 1999)
parameterizesthe data-augmentationscheme so that
j MY

Yb/

{Yaug:M (Yaug) = Yobs}

P(Yaug0O,
a)dYaug = P(Yobs0),

(2.2)

for each a in some class, A. (Likewise, we sometimes index Q(010') by the working
parameterfor clarity-that is, Q,(010').) The method of conditional augmentationsuggests choosing a to minimize (i.e., optimize) the global rate of convergence(e.g., Meng
and Rubin 1994) of EM-that is, the largesteigenvalue of the matrixfractionof missing
information,
I-

DMEM(C) =

IobsIaul(Oa),

(2.3)

where Iobs is the observed Fisher informationand
Iaug(a) =E

2e(Y

aug)

ithepceag

T

Yobs,
t-

X
a0=0*

is the expected augmentedFisher information.Note that we adopt the traditionalterms
(e.g., Fisher information)of the EM literature,which focuses on likelihood calculations,
even though we also deal with more general posteriorcomputations.If we choose a to
minimize Iaug(C)in a positive semidefinite orderingsense we optimize the global rate
of convergence. This idea has led to a number of very efficient algorithmsfor fitting
multivariatet models, probit regression models, mixed-effects models, Poisson models
for image reconstruction,and factor analysis models either directly (Fessler and Hero
1994, 1995; Meng and van Dyk 1997, 1998; van Dyk in press a) or indirectlythrough
the PXEM algorithm(which is discussed in detail in Section 2.2; see also Liu, Rubin,
and Wu 1998).
Liu and Rubin (1994) also realized that reducing Iaug(a) is the key to speeding up
EM. In their ECME algorithm,the augmentedinformationis reduced to the observed
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information for some of the parameters.For example, a simple ECME algorithm dichotomizes the model parameter,0 = (01, 02). The M-step of EM is then broken into
two steps. In the first step we set 0(t+1/2) to the maximizer of Q(00o(t)) as a function
of 0, subject to the constraint02 = (t). In the second step 0 is set to the maximizer
of ?(0Y,obs) subject to the constraint 01 = a(t+'/2) Since there is no data augmentation
in the second step, we expect the algorithmto converge more quickly than EM, as was
verified by Liu and Rubin (1994, 1995) in several examples.
We use both ECME and conditional augmentationto build efficient algorithmsfor
fitting mixed-effects models in Section 3. First, however, we turn our attention to an
importantextension of conditionalaugmentation,namely the PXEM algorithm.

2.2

PXEM FORBAYESIANCALCULATIONS

Liu, Rubin, and Wu (1998) presented the PXEM algorithmas a fast adaptationof
conditional augmentationin the special case when p(O) oc 1; for example, in maximum
likelihood estimation. Simply speaking, instead of conditioning on an optimal value of
the working parameter,a, PXEM fits a in the iteration.Here we outline a generalization of this algorithmby using this same novel idea to compute posterior modes. We
start by defining Qpx(0, a |', ao) = Slog[p(Yaug0, o)P(0)]P(YauglYobs,0', ao0)dYaug.We
then define (O(t+l), (t+l)) as the maximizer of Qpx(0,a l(t), ao), where ao is some
fixed value. (Note a(t+l) is not used subsequently.) Since p(Yobsl0)= p(Yobs 0, a) =
p(Yaug\0,a)/p(Yaug\Yobs,

, a) for any a E A and any Yaugsuch that M(Yaug) = Yobs,

we have
t(0lYObs) = Qpx(0,ao|0t), ao) -

/log[(YauglYobs,

0, a)]P(Yaug|Yobs, 0(t), ao)dYaug.

and the
Since the first term on the right is maximized by (0,a) = (0(t+l),a(t+l)),
second is minimized by (0, a) = (0(t),ao), we have ?(0(t+1)IYobs) > t (0(Y)obs). That

is, this generalizationof the PXEM algorithmconverges monotonicallyin log posterior.
Following Wu (1983) we can furtherobtain that this algorithmconverges to a stationary
point or local maximumof the posterior.These results hold for any value of ao such that
all quantitiesexist. In fact, the value of ao is generally irrelevantfor a PXEM iteration
and is simply set to some convenient value (e.g., ao = 1 for scale working parameters
and ao = 0 for location working parameters).
We expect this algorithmto performat least as well as an algorithmthat fixes a (i.e.,
conditionaldata augmentation)in terms of the global rate of convergencebecause it essentially removes the conditioningon a in the data-augmentationscheme. Removing this
conditioning reduces Iaug(in a positive semidefinite ordering sense) and thus improves
the rate of convergence of EM (see Meng and van Dyk 1997 and Liu, Rubin, and Wu
1998 for details). Liu, Rubin, and Wu (1998) gave an alternativeexplanation-that by
fitting a, we are performinga covariance adjustmentto capitalize on informationin the
data-augmentationscheme. They also illustratedthe substantialcomputationaladvantage
PXEM can offer over other EM-type algorithmsfor ML estimation.
Unfortunately,this algorithmcan be difficultto use for some Bayesian computations
since the maximizer of Qpx(0, a10(t), ao) may not exist in closed form, even when the
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correspondingmaximum likelihood PXEM algorithmis in closed form and a conjugate
prior is used. A simple random-effects model illustrates both this difficulty and the
potentialcomputationadvantage.Suppose
Y = aZibi + ei

with bi

iid

N(0, T2/Ol2) and ei

iid

072)
id N(0, a2)

(2.4)

for i = 1,..., m, where bi and ei are independent, {(Y, Zi), i = 1,..., m} are the
observed data, a is a working parameter,and all quantities are scalars. (It can easily
be verified that p(YobslO,a), with 0 = (U2, T2), does not depend on a.) We set Yaug=

{(Yi, Zi, bi), i = 1,..., m} and ao = 1 to define the data-augmentationscheme via (2.4).
We considerthe independentpriorsa2 ~ v0.0/X2 and T2 ,~ T-0/X2, which are conjugate
for p(Yaug
l, ao), in which case
QpXe(0,a0O',ao) = E

(III&ga
2

logog
+ (\2)
- 2
02log(

-

2u2 + 2(Yi

Zb
aZb)2

2i=1

m (

l

ce E b2-

`7+ 1 log

0
Yo2 Ybso

(2.5)
In the absence of prior information,the usual strategy is to reparameterize(e.g., set
5= T2/a2) in orderto simplify the optimizationof Qpx(0,aoO', ao). Althoughthis works
nicely with maximum likelihood it clearly does not work with (2.5). It can be shown
that introducinga properprior for a destroys the computationaladvantageof parameter
r
altersthe model
expansion,while introducinga dependentprior(e.g., r21ar 02a2/X2)
and 0*. Thus, it seems difficult to optimize (2.5) without resortingto iterativenumerical
methods, the cost of which is likely to outweigh the benefit of PXEM. (This is certainly
true with multiple randomeffects, in which case, the scalar T2 is replacedby a variancecovariancematrix.)Thus, we typically use conditionalaugmentationfor Bayesian mode
finding, at least when we use fully properpriors.
In cases where Qpx(0,
Oa ', ao) is easy to maximize, however, the algorithm can
be very fast. Suppose for example we use the improper prior p(O) oc (o2)-1 (2)-1/2

(i.e., r2 = 0, r = -1). Hobert and Casella (1996) verified that this prior results in
a proper posterior as long as m, n > 2; see also the Appendix. In this case (2.5) is
unboundedfor T2 near zero. Thus, the PXEM algorithmconverges in one step to the
global mode r2 = 0. Figure 1, for example, shows a contourplot of the posteriorsurface
for an artificialdatasetof size 100. For this dataset,a standardEM algorithmwhich fixes
a = 1 converges with global rate equal to one (empirical result) and thus takes many
iteratesto coverage. The second plot in Figure 1 shows a cross section of the posterior
surface with a2 = 1. The conditionalposterioris bimodal and a standardEM algorithm
which computes (72)* given a2 = 1 with a fixed at one converges to a (local) mode
for (72)(0) > .026, the local minimum (again this is an empirical result). The PXEM
algorithm,on the other hand, again converges to the global mode in one step for any
(T2)(0).

We emphasize that Figure 1 is included to compare the behavior of PXEM and
the standardEM algorithm.It is not necessarily better to converge to the global mode.
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Figure 1. Theposterior surface of the parameters in model (2.4) using an artificial dataset. Thefirst plot is a
contourplot of the joint posterior of (a2, r2); the second plot shows the conditionalposterior of 72 given .a2
= 1. In both cases PXEM converges to the global model in one step while the standardEM algorithmcan be
very slow to converge to a (local) mode.
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In particular,the local (conditional) mode contains more of the posterior probability
and is driven by the data rather than the prior. Our conclusion is that this improper
prior should be used only with great care-the mode is not a sufficient summaryof the
posterior,at least on the original scale. It is noteworthythat using PXEM brings attention
to this difficulty with the posterior.

3. ALGORITHMS FOR FITTING MIXED-EFFECTS MODELS
3.1

EFFICIENT
WITH PROPERPRIORS
ALGORITHMS

We begin in the fully Bayesian settingbecause the model notationis the most general
and the algorithmsthatrely on conditionalaugmentationare simplerand serve as building
blocks for the algorithmsfor computingREMLestimates,posteriormodes with improper
priors (both in Section 3.2), and ML estimates (Section 3.3).
We consider the mixed-effects model of the general form
Yi = Xip + Zibi + ei

with

bi id N(O, 2D)

and

ei id N(O,

2Ri),

(3.1)

where Yi is ni x 1 for i = 1,..., m, Xi and Zi are known covariatesof dimensionni x p
and ni x q, respectively, 3 is a p x 1 vector of fixed effects, bi = (bil,..., biq)T are
q x 1 vectors of randomeffects, Ri are known ni x ni positive definite matrixes,and bi
and ei are independentfor each i. We parameterizethe variance of the randomeffects
in terms of the residual variance o2 to facilitate computationbut have occasion to use
both the parameterizationsT = a2D and LLT = D, where L is the Cholesky factor
of D (i.e., L is a lower triangularmatrix). We introducethe standardpriors which are
conjugatefor the data-augmentationschemes defined below
l3\a2- Npp(,O2EC),

a2 ,

2

Xv

and T inverseWishart(,

To),

(3.2)

where the inverse Wishart is parameterized so that E(T) = (r7- q - 1)-~ To, with r7the

degrees of freedom. On occasion we replace the inverse Wishartprior for T with
vecT(L)

Nq(q+l)/2(2L', -2L),

(3.3)

where vecT(M) is a vector containingthe elements on or below the diagonal of M; the
subscriptT standsfor triangular.Depending on the data-augmentationscheme one or the
other of these priorsis conjugate.Although the priorsdo not exactly coincide, either can
be used to incorporatesimilarpriorinformation.With the second prior,this is facilitated
by noting that the diagonalelement of aL are priorconditionalstandarddeviationsof the
components of bi (i.e., sd(bijIbil,..., bi,j1) is the jth diagonal element of aL), while
the jkth element of aL (j > k) is the squareroot of the variance in bij not explained
by (bil,..., bi,kc-) that is explained by bik.
We use an EM-type algorithm to compute the mode of either p(T,r2Yobs) or
p(L, u21Yobs),where Yobs= {(Yi, Xi, Zi), i = 1,...,

m}. We are interested in a marginal

mode, since working in smaller parameterspaces typically leads to modes with better
statisticalproperties(e.g., Gelman,Carlin,Stem, and Rubin 1995, sec. 9.5). We then use
p(bl,..., bi, /1,X Yobs) with =( (c2, D) as derived below to draw inferences regarding
the mixed effects.
Using the working parameter,oa,we define Yaug {(Y, Xi, Zi, L bi), i = 1,...,
m; ,3} and derive two ECME algorithms to compute the marginal mode. Both of the
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algorithmsdichotomize the parameter( = (D, a2) into D and J2, first updatingD by
maximizing either Qa=o(T, a21(/) or Q,a= (L, -21(/) subject to the constraintthat U2 is
fixed and second updatinga2 by maximizingeither g(T,-2lYobs) or ?(L, -2IYobs) subject
to the constraintthat D is fixed. That is, the algorithmsdo not use data augmentation
when updatinga2 but do requiredata augmentationto update D. Because of the choice
of prior, the first algorithm computes the posterior mode of p(T, a21Yobs),while the
second computes the posteriormode of p(L, a2 Yobs),hence the notationQa=o(T, 021l')
and Q=l (L, a21'). Since the algorithmsdiffer in the value of the working parameter
a, we call them ECMEo which correspondsto a = 0, and ECME1 which corresponds
to a = 1. As is illustratedin Section 4, the relative efficiency of ECME1and ECMEo
depends roughly on the relative size of (a2)* and ZiTT*Zi (see Meng and van Dyk
1998 for details).
We begin with ECMEowhich updates D by optimizing

Q(T, 21(t))

(n 2)+v

=

vo- o

)

m

2-2
m

E
i=l

[(Yi

- Xi3-

r+ q+
+ 1 o

Zibi)TRi 1(Y- Xi3t

D

2l2 1 (r

2

Zibi)YobS,(t)

(

(D

To +

E[bibT
lYobs

0]))

(3.4)
To compute the expectations, we use standardcalculations to compute the following
conditionaldistributions:
/31(,Yobs

N ((D),72

E
+(X

,Yobs

(3.5)

]

1

+

where 3(D)
= (S1 + Em= XTi(D)Xi)-l1(
Ui(D) = (Ri + ZiDZT)-';

bi,l(,

,

Ui(D)Xi
i=

ml XT Ui(D)Yi)

N (b(D, 3), 2(D - DZTUi(D)ZiD)) ,

and

(3.6)

where i (D, /3) = DZTUi(D)(Yi - Xi3); and
bil, Yobs -

N (bi(D, /(D)),

2(D - DZiPi(D)ZiD))

,

(3.7)

DU
where Pi(D) =
x
(D)Xi (
,(D
TUi (D). Using
(
jl
I+ Z x,XiTU()xXi
in
it
is
to
that
to
the
second
Q(T, 221((t))
(3.7) compute
easy verify
expectation (3.4),
is maximized as a function of D by
m

D(t+) =
D(t+l
(u2)(t)(m
(^(.^

+
+q+ ^l)-)TO1)

BiWO)

where B(C) = E[bibTYs, (] = bi(D, (D))bfT(D, 3(D)) + U2(D -DZ
To update a2, we write,

_

(3.8)
(3.8)

Pi(D)ZiD).
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T?(2,TIYbs) = logp(c2,T)-

lo-2
log

+ SE

U(D)Xi
XTU

21

m

l 2Ui- (D)i

2 2E?log

P log 2

2

m

D
XUi(D)(
-Xi(D))
1

X m(Yi - Xi)(D))T
(2)(t1
_i-=

function ofa2 wi

whichis maximized
asa
(.2)(t+1) =
+ E

+

(Yi

- Xi

-

+ (p

D fixed
th

,

-(D))

(D))TE1(i

at byi
Dbet+

a2L'
- Xi

Ui
(r ((t+l)) /

(D(tl)))

(D(t+l)))

i=1

D(m(t+l)))T

+(

.

(t+l)))

(-

(3.9)

This completes a single integrationof ECMEo. We note the relationshipbetween this
ECME algorithmand the one given by Liu and Rubin (1994) for maximum likelihood
estimation. Although they used the same data-augmentationscheme (i.e., a = 0), Liu
and Rubin's update for a2 is not in closed form because they use the parameterization,
(, a2, T) in place of (P, a2, D) in the constraint functions. The required numerical
optimizationslows down the algorithmsubstantially(see van Dyk and Meng 1997). The
Liu and Rubin algorithmalso does not include prior informationand does not integrate
out the fixed effects. Although their algorithmcould be adaptedto the Bayesian setting,
it is unlikely to be fruitful since the numericaloptimizationin the updatefor a2 is slow.
The utility of the parameterization(,3, a2, D) was also noted by Schafer(1998) (see also
Lindstromand Bates 1988).
We now turn our attention to a = 1 in the conditional-augmentationscheme and
use the alternativepriorgiven in (3.3) in orderto maintaina closed-form algorithm.We
rescale the random effects by L-1 and consider {ci
L-lbi,i = 1,..., m} to be the
In
data.
order
to
we
in
rewrite
terms
of (cl,... ,c),
D,
(3.1)
missing
update
q

Yi

=

Xi

+ ZiLci + ei = Xi

q

+

(3.10)

CijZiklkj +ei,
j=l

k=j

where ci ~ N(0, a2I), ei ~ N(0, a2Ri), L = (lkj), and Zi = (Zil,..,
an ni x 1 vector to obtain

Ziq) with Zik

Q(L, 7a21(*))
-2a2

(,E

[(Yi

- Xi

20'2 =l+

- ZiLci)TR

l(Y - X

- ZiLci)

(L -L)
+ (L-L)TE1

Yobs,7)]

L
(L-I)

i))
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as a function of L. Thus,
vecT(L(+))

=

_ i(()

+

,L1

i=l

x

Yobs,
C( --+ sI~
~~:=R-1
i (Yi xi)

, (3.11)

where Xi is an ni x (q(q + 1)/2) matrixwith columns CijZik for j = 1,..., q and k =
j,..., q in the orderingthat correspondsto vecT(L) and Oi(E)= E[X_TRi XiY obs, C1,
the elements of which are calculatedusing
E[cijZ R- Zik'Cij' Yobs, ]

[L-l Bi(C)(L-)T]jj,

ZT R-1Zik

(3.12)

where [M]jj, if the (j,j')th element of the matrix M. To compute the expectation in
(3.11) we note
(Yi - Xif3) Yobs,(]

E[cij ZRi

= [L-'bi(D,

(D))]jZkRi RYyi- Z4R71XiT[Hi(4)],

(3.13)

where [v]j is the jth component of the vector v and [Hi(()]j is the jth row of E[ci3T
IYobs,(],

fi(C) = L- bi( [((D)]T
(D))

~
m

--1

+ .31

XE TUi(D)Xi

-0u2LTZTUi'(D)Xi

(3.14)

i=l1

The iterationis completed by setting D(t+l) = L(t+l)(L(t+l))T and computing
(a2)(t+l) =

(L -

a2v

+
-+-(~

-a
(D(t+l)))

m

1
(Ha-dL
T

(Y -

+

)T) -'L1 (L L)T

(D(t-1L)))

-

D(t+)) Ui
(D(t+))

(

-

X

(D(t+)))

,

i=l

(3.15)
which adjusts(3.9) for the prior.The matrixinversionshere and in the various algorithms
can be facilitatedwith the SWEEPoperator(Beaton 1964; Little and Rubin 1987; Meng
and van Dyk 1998).
We conclude this section with one final data-augmentationscheme. Above we consideredthe reparameterization
LLT = D, where L is a lower triangularmatrix.If instead
we allow L to be an arbitraryinvertible matrix, we can derive an even more general
class of algorithms(see also Foulley and van Dyk in press). Unfortunately,since there
is no ready interpretationof the elements of L in this case, establishing a meaningful
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priordistributionis difficult.Nonetheless, we derive the resultingalgorithm,since it is a
simple modificationof ECME1and serves as a useful building block for algorithmswith
improperpriors.
This algorithm,ECME2,can be expressed easily if in (3.11)-(3.14) we consider L
to be a q x q invertible matrix with prior vec(L) ~ Nq2(pL, EL), where vec(M) is a
vector containingall the elements of M. We also substituteXi with Xi, an rnix q2 matrix
with columns cijZik for j = 1,...,

q and k = 1,...,

q in the ordering corresponding

to vec(L). With these changes in notation, vec(L(t+l)) is given in (3.11)-(3.14) and
(o1)(t+1) in (3.15) with the denominatorreplacedby n + v + 2 + q2 to account for the
change in prior.
3.2

REML

CALCULATIONAND IMPROPERPRIORS

Here we again consider model (3.1) but replace the prior for T with p(T) oc 1.
Although this correspondsto setting To = 0 and r7= -(q + 1) in (3.2), and therefore
can be fit with ECMEo,in this importantspecial case we can use the data-augmentation
scheme used for ECME2to derive a parameter-expanded
ECME2algorithmthat is more
efficient thanECMEo,ECMEL,or ECME2.(An ECME1or ECME2algorithmcan be used
if we consider the prior p(L) oc 1.) The algorithmsderived here assume the improper
prior
p(3, c2, T) oc (72)-(1+(P+v)/2)exp

p(Blb23,T ) cx

expiu)/2)Cl(

{-

2[ (+ (
f

2102IV)

-

)

() L

)]}.

If in addition,we set.0 = 0, v = -(2 +p) and E-1 = 0, the posteriormode of (o2, D)
correspondsto the REML estimate (Lairdand Ware 1982).
To derive the parameter-expanded
ECME2algorithm,we define Yaug= (Y,Xi, Zi,
L-lbi),

i = 1,...,m};

here and in the remainder of the article, L is an arbitrary

invertible q x q working parameter.We emphasize that L is not a transformationof T,
but a free workingparameter.We set Lo = I at each iteration,thus the E-step is the same
for ECMEo and the parameterexpanded ECME2 algorithm.We update the parameters
using the same conditioningscheme as in the fully Bayesian setting. That is, we update
(T, L) by maximizingQpx(T,or2,Ll(t), Lo) with a2 fixed and updatea2 by maximizing
?(T, 021Yobs)with D fixed. In particular, if we replace bi with Lci, Qpx(T ,

'2,

L(t),

Lo)

is given by (3.4) which we maximize jointly as a function of D and L to update these
parameters.This is accomplishedvia the transformationfrom (D, L) to (D, L), where
D = L-ID(L-')T. In particular,we maximize Qpx(T, 2, LI(t),Lo) by computing
L(t+l) using (3.11) and setting D(t+l) to the right side of (3.8). In these calculations
we set EL1 = 0, To = 0, and r = -(q + 1) throughout, and set L = Lo = I and Xi

to Xi in (3.11)-(3.14). Finally, we update D with D(t+l) = L(t+l)D(t+l)[L(t+l)]
complete the iterationby updatinga2 with (3.9).

3.3

and

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOODCALCULATIONS

Computingthe maximum likelihood estimate is similar to computing the posterior
mode with an improperflat prior, (as described in Section 3.2) except we regard f3 as
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a model parameterand seek 0* that maximizes ?(0OYobs),with 0 = (a2, T, ), rather
than the mode of the marginalposterior(e.g., (a22,TIYobs)).This simplifies calculations
somewhatsince / is regardedas a constantratherthan a randomvariablein the E-step. In
particular,we updateL and D to compute D(t+l) and then compute/3(t+) and (r2)(t+1)
with two separate conditional maximizations. (In all formulas we replace Xi with Xi
= -(p + 2), and r7= -(q + 1) and in (3.12) we
1 To=
and set EL1 =
To = cz2 =O
fix L = Lo = I.) We begin by computing L(t+l) using (3.11) with two simplifications.
First P(D) is replaced with U(D) in the definition of Bi(() used to compute i(((t))
(this change reflects the difference between (3.6) and (3.7)). Second, the expectation is
computed conditional on 0(t) = (((t), /(t))
E[cijZ,R-

using

(Yi( - Xi/)lYobs, 0] = [bi(D,/3)jZTRT

Y - Xif).
(Y

We then compute D(t+l) using (3.8) again substitutingU(D) for P(D) in the definition
of Bi(() and set D(t+l) = L(t+l)D(t+l)(L(t+l))T.
Next we maximize the observed
data likelihood as a function of 3 with D fixed at D(t+l) and a2 fixed at (2)(t), with
/(t+l) = (D(t+1)). Likewise, in a final conditionalmaximization,we updatea2 with

n) i=l

This completes the parameter-expanded
ECME2iteration.

4. SIMULATIONS
In this section we illustratethe relativecomputationalefficiency of ECMEo,ECME1,
ECME1and ECME2.(ParameterexpandedECME1is
ECME2,and parameter-expanded
to
analogous parameter-expandedECME2,but with a lower triangularworking parameter.) We fit a REML model to a numberof datasetsgeneratedfrom the model
Yi=X/3+Zibi+ei,

for i=1,...,30,

(4.1)

where Yi is 3 x 1 for each i, X = (1, 1, 1)T, = 1, Zi is a 3 x 3 matrix with elements
generated as independent standardnormals, bi i" N(O, variance = diag(1,4,9)), and
iid
ei O'N(0,
), with bi and ei independent.
As will be seen in the simulation results (see also Meng and van Dyk 1998 for
theoretical arguments),the relative efficiency of ECMEo and ECME1 depends on the
relative sizes of the fitted values of the variance of Zibi and the residual variance r2,
which we quantifyvia a measure of the overall coefficient of determination,
A* _

E

tr(ZiT*ZT)/m
i

(a2)* + Em I tr(ZiT* ZT)/m

In order to vary A in the simulations, 50 datasets were generatedwith each of several
values of a2 (.25, 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, and 81). For each of these 500 datasets,
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REML estimates were computedusing each of five algorithms,ECMEi, i = 0, 1,2, and
parameter-expanded ECMEi, i = 1,2 using flat priors. The starting value

(a2)(0)

was

obtained by fitting (4.1) ignoring the random effects, and T(O)was set to the identity
matrix. Each algorithm was run until ?((a2)(t),T(t)

Yobs)-

e((c2)(t-1),T(t-l1)Yobs)

<

10-7.

The results of the simulationappearin Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 contains five plots
which recordthe time requiredfor each of the five algorithms(ri for ECME, i = 0, 1, 2,
and rpx-i for parameter-expandedECMEi, i = 1, 2, in seconds on the logo1 scale). All
computationswere run on a Sun UltraSparccomputer. Judging from the first plot in
Figure 2, ECMEo performs well when A* is large, but often required more than 20
seconds to converge when A* was relatively small. Conversely, ECME1 and ECME2
perform well when A* are small, but occasionally are very slow when A* is large.
ECME algorithmsconverge quickly for all values of A*
Finally, the parameter-expanded
in the simulation.Nonetheless, increasingthe dimensionof the workingparameterresults
in further advantage; compare parameter-expandedECME1 with parameter-expanded
ECME2. Parameter-expandedECME2 performs very well overall, requiringmore than
four seconds only twice and less than one second in 84% of the replications.
ECME2by recording
Figure 3 comparesECMEo,ECME2and parameter-expanded
the logo1 relative time requiredby each pair of two algorithms(ECME2versus ECMEo,
parameter-expandedECME2 versus ECMEo, and parameter-expandedECME2 versus
ECME2).Theory in Meng and van Dyk (1998) suggested ECMEois faster than ECME1
only when A* > 2/3 or logito10(*) > .30 (approximately);the simulation verifies the
same relationshipbetween ECMEoand ECME2.It is also clear that ECME2can be much
faster than ECMEo,while ECMEoshows only small relative gains over ECME2.Thus,
we recommendusing ECME2 over ECMEo (e.g., for fully Bayesian analysis) unless it
is known a priori that A* is large. [Meng and van Dyk (1998) discussed an adaptive
strategywhich approximatesA* after several initial iterationsto choose between a = 0
and a = 1; see also Section 5.] The final two plots show thatparameter-expanded
ECME2
tends to be aboutas fast as the fasterof ECMEoand ECME2.Thus, we recommendusing
parameter-expandedECME2 whenever a flat prior is used for T (e.g., REML and ML
calculations).
The horizontalline in each plot of Figure 2 correspondsto four seconds, the approximate time requiredto fit this model using the lme routine in S-Plus on the same computer. The computationtime requiredby parameter-expandedECME2 is generally less
than four seconds, but with the additionalimportantadvantageof computationalstability
(e.g., monotoneconvergencein log-likelihood;see Section 5). Meng and van Dyk (1998)
comparedEM-type algorithmssimilar to ECMEo and ECMELwith the lme routine in
S-Plus and the xtreg routinein STATA.Both comparisonswere favorablefor the EMtype algorithmsin terms of both computationaltime and stability. In their investigations
lme did not always converge to a mode of the log-likelihood. As a furthercomparison,
we randomly selected one dataset generatedwith each of the ten values of a2 and fit
the mixed-effects model with lme, parameter-expanded
ECME2,and the proc mixed
routinein SAS. Table 1 displays the value of the restrictedlog,likelihood at the point of
convergencefor each algorithmapplied to each of the ten datasets.Unfortunately,in six
of the ten replications,proc mixed did not converge at all or convergedto a value of
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at the Pointof ConvergenceforThreeAlgorithms
Table 1. The Valueof the RestrictedLoglikelihood
appliedto Ten Datasets Selected Randomlyfromthe Simulation.The SAS and S-Plus routines exhibitedproperconvergence in only 40% and 70% of these simulationsrespectively.

c2

Ime (S-Plus)

.25
1
4
9
16
25
36
49
64
81

-184.11
-218.38
-227.98
-252.93
-269.75
-289.70t
-301.14
-304.69
-321.41 t
-327.40t

Algorithm
proc mixed (SAS)
-184.06
-218.39
t
-252.93
t
-280.62
-301.03*
t
-319.85*
t

PX-ECME2
-184.06
-218.39
-227.98
-252.93
-269.75
-280.62
-301.14
-304.69
-320.64
-325.44

t Did not converge to a mode.
t Did not converge, even after adjustingthe
maxfunc parameterto increase the maximum
numberof likelihoodevaluationsallowed.
* Convergedto a pointoutside the parameter
space.

T* that was not positive semidefinite. The lme routine again did not always converge to
a mode of the log-likelihood. (There is now a new version of the lme routine (lme 3.0)
that may perform better. S-Plus 5.0 for Windows includes lme 3.0-however, it is not
expected to be included in UNIX/Linux S-Plus until Release 6.0.) Parameter-expanded
ECME2 (and the other EM-type algorithms) exhibited no convergence difficulties.

5. DISCUSSION
The simulation results in Section 4 agree with theoretical arguments given elsewhere
(e.g., Meng and van Dyk 1998). It is clear parameter-expanded ECME2 is a general purpose, reliable, and efficient algorithm for REML and ML calculations with mixed-effects
models. For Bayesian calculation with a proper prior on the random-effects variance,
there is unfortunately no known efficient parameter-expanded algorithm. Thus, we recommend using either ECMEo or ECMEL. The choice between these algorithms is based
on the size of A*, which can be approximated by replacing (a2)* and T* with a priori
values, values computed with initial iterations from one of the ECME algorithms, or perhaps REML estimates computed using parameter-expanded ECME2. This final strategy is
especially attractive when the prior distributions are very diffuse since REML estimates
should also serve as very good starting values for ECMEo or ECME1.
Based on the simulations, these algorithms are comparable to commercially available
software in terms of the computation time required for convergence (see also Meng and
van Dyk 1998) but with important advantages. The EM-type algorithms are guaranteed
to increase ?(0[Yobs) at each iteration and to converge to estimates within the parameter
space. Other methods (e.g., lme and proc mixed) require special monitoring and still
may exhibit poor behavior. The lme routine, for example, was in general release for
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years before it was discovered that without special user interventionlme can converge
to a point that is far from a mode. This was discoveredby comparinglme with EM-type
algorithms which converged correctly (Meng and van Dyk 1998). (This lme routine
remainsin the currentversion of S-Plus for UNIX/Linux.)
A third advantageof the EM-type algorithmsis that they can be modified to handle more sophisticatedmodels that cannot be fit using standardsoftware. For example,
missing values among {(Yi, Xi, Zi), i = 1,..., m} can be accommodatedusing a model
for the missing data and a revised (perhapsMonte Carlo) E-step. Certain generalized
linear mixed models can also be fit using efficient new data-augmentationmethods (e.g.,
parameterexpansion and nesting, see van Dyk 2000). For example, probit hierarchical
regressionmodels can be viewed as an extension of (3.1) in which we observe only the
sign of each component of Yi, i = 1,..., m. The Yi themselves are considered to be
missing data. We can also extend the model to a hierarchicalt model by replacing the
normal distributionsfor either or both of ei and bi with t distributions.This is accomplished by writing the t variable as the scaled ratio of a normalvariable and the square
root of an independentchi-squarevariableand treatingthe chi-squarevariableas missing
data (e.g, Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977). Thus, by finding very efficient EM-type
algorithmsfor the mixed-effects model, we add an importantbuildingblock for a variety
of importantmodels.

APPENDIX
There are a number of examples of Gaussian mixed-effects models being fit with
improperpriorsdespite the fact that the resultingposteriorsare also improper(Gelfand,
Hills, Racine-Poon, and Smith 1990; Geyer 1992; Wang, Rutledge, and Gianola 1993;
and discussed in Hobertand Casella 1996, 1998). This is actually not surprisingsince it
can be quite difficult to verify posteriorproprietyin a complicatedmodel when the prior
is not proper.Nonetheless, improperpriors are often attractivesince we may have little
prior informationor may be unable or unwilling to quantify what prior informationwe
do have. Moreover,there are many who recommendimproperpriorsas defaults,perhaps
because improperpriorscan be "less influential"on inferencethanproperpriors.Thus, it
is especially importantto determineprecise sufficient conditions for posteriorpropriety
in this context. In this Appendix, we extend Hobert and Casella's (1996) result for the
special case where the randomeffects are assumedto be a prioriindependentto the more
general case of correlatedrandomeffects.
We consider the Gaussianmixed-effects model given by (3.1) using the parameterization (a2, , T = a2D). We may rewritethe model as
Y =X

+ Zb + e,

with b

N(0,V)

and ei

N(0, InU2),

n = E=l i, XT = (XT ...T),
bT = (bT...T
where yT = (yT, ...,YT),
We consider an improper prior of
and V = diag(T,...,T).
Z = diag(Zi,...,Zm),
the form, p(3, '2, T) oc (cr2)-(v/2+l) lT-(R+q+l)/2. In this case, we have the following
result. (We emphasizethatthe conditionsof the theoremare sufficientbut may be stronger
than necessary.)
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Theorem 1. LetPx = (I-X(XTX)-I)XT)
andsuppose r =qm= rank(PxZ),
then the following are sufficientfor propriety of the posterior: (a) 7r < 1 - q, (b) m >
q - 1 - r, and (c) n > p - qr - v.
Proof: We wish to show that fp(O, blY)dbdO< oo, where p(O,blY) ocp(Ylb, 0)
p(blT)p(0), with 0 = (,a2, T). StandardREML calculations show (Harville 1977;
Lairdand Ware 1982; Laird,Lang, and Stram 1987; and Lindstromand Bates 1988) that

Jp(0, blY)dbd3
_

YT [M (V)XM2(V)XTM1(V) - M (V)]Y}
2T
exp{p(
)
(r2)(n-r-P)/2'lV1/2jO'2V-1 + ZTpXZI/2

1

where M1(V) = (ZVZ +I2)-1, M2(V) = (XTM1 (V)X)-, and ko does not depend
on T or a2. We bound the numeratorand the denominatorof (A.1) as functions of V.
We startwith the exponentialterm in the numeratorand use the fact (proven by Hobert
and Casella 1996) that if Vo is diagonal,
f(Vo, Z)

=

exp{-

yT[M (Vo)XM2(Vo)XTM1(Vo)- MI(Vo)]Y}

< exp{-1
T[Pz - PzX(XTPzX)-IXTPz]Y}
e_<
ZZZ
lQ2a2

(A.2)

where Pz = I - Z(ZTZ)-LZT. Writing V = QVoQT, where Vo is a diagonal matrix
with diagonal elements equal to the eigenvalues of V and Q is an invertiblematrix, we
have f(V, Z) = f(Vo, Z) with Z = ZQ. Since Pz = PZ, we have that the exponential'
factor in (A.1) is bounded above by (A.2).
In order to bound the denominatorof (A.1), we note (using an inequality due to
Fiedler 1971; see, e.g., Marshalland Olkin 1979, G.3.a)
q

- m

-2

ua2V- + ZPxZZI L> [

-+

Amin

'-Ti

where T'1> 7.2 > -- > Tq are the ordered eigenvalues of T and Aminis the smallest
eigenvalue of ZTPxZ. Using the two bounds we obtain, by averaging (A.1) over T,
p(O,blY)dbdfdT
kop(a2) exp{-

YT[Pz - PzX(XTPzX)-lXTPz]Y}
(a2)(n-r-p)/2

p(T)
xp(T)2dT.

,
(A.3)

[V+A~1m/2
IVJI/2Hlq
/2
[? + min](
12

IV[

H%l=

q-

To evaluate the integral on the right hand side of (A.3) we use Theorem 2 of Hsu
(1938) to accomplish a change of variable,namely,
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J

d

||ITI-(i_+q+l)/2

Hh [ l

i+Ann]

vl!n2
=

il(Tiq(H I l
ki j=i+ldTj

kl

X
q

i=

(

miT11/2 dT1
IV1/2
I ll1

Tj) ITI-("+q+l)/2

...

dT-

..dT
A ]m/in
[7+i

-(?-q+1+2i)/2

1 ((2

+ TiAmin)m/2

(A.4)

where kl does not depend on T or a2. Equation(A.4) is integrableif both (77+ 2i - q 1)/2 < 0 and m > -(r + 2i - q - 1) for i = 1,..., q. This is satisfied if conditions
(a) and (b) of the theorem hold, in which case (A.4) is proportional to (a'2)-q(7+m)/2

as a function of r2. Substitutingthis last expression into (A.3), we see that (A.3) is an
O
integrablefunction of 92 if (c) holds. This completes the proof.
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